Tight glutenite reservoirs are typically characterized by highly variable lithology and permeability, low and complex porosity, and strong heterogeneity. Glutenite brittleness is an essential indicator for screening fracture targets, selecting technological parameters, and predicting the hydraulic fracturing effect of tight glutenite reservoir exploitation. Glutenite formations with high brittleness are more likely to be effectively fractured and form complex fractures. Accurate evaluation of glutenite brittleness facilitates the recovery of oil and gas in a tight glutenite reservoir. Accordingly, two brittleness indexes are proposed in this paper based on energy balance and damage evolution analysis of complete stress-strain curves to evaluate the brittleness of glutenite. Uniaxial and triaxial compression tests of glutenite specimens were carried out and the brittleness indexes were verified by comparison with other existing indexes. The relationships between the mechanical properties and brittleness of glutenite under confining pressure were analyzed based on experimental results and the effects of mechanical and structural parameters on glutenite brittleness are investigated with a numerical approach. The brittleness of glutenite increases with the increase of gravel size and/or volume content. During hydraulic fracturing design, attention should be paid to the brittleness of the matrix and the size and content of gravel. This paper provides a new perspective for glutenite brittleness evaluation from the perspectives of energy dissipation and damage evolution. Our results provide guidance for fracturing layer selection and may also facilitate field operations of tight glutenite fracturing.
Introduction
The exploration and development of tight glutenite reservoirs have attracted increased attention in recent years. Tight glutenite reservoirs are formed by rapid sedimentation near the provenance and are characterized by highly variable lithology, low porosity, poor permeability, and strong heterogeneity [1] . The geological characteristics of tight glutenite reservoirs are different from other sedimentary reservoirs (such as shale and coal) due to the existence of gravel and the absence of a natural fracture system. Figure 1 shows glutenite cores drilled from a well in a tight glutenite reservoir in Shengli Oilfield, Shandong Province of China. Glutenite cores with fine gravel (Figure 1b ) and coarse gravel (Figure 1c ) are observed. Figure 2 demonstrates the Formation MicroScanner image at different depths of this tight glutenite reservoir [2] . Conglomerate, psephitic sandstone and pebbled sandstone are observed in Figure 2 , demonstrating that gravel size varies at different vertical depths and the gravel size and content are present in a random spatial distribution. Brittleness is an important mechanical index for rock mass and it represents the capability for creating complex fractures for glutenite reservoirs subjected to hydraulic pressure [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . There is no clear definition of rock brittleness, nor is there a widely recognized evaluation method that can be applied extensively. It is generally accepted that rock brittleness is controlled by mineral composition, mechanical properties, natural cracks, and in-situ stress conditions [7, 9, 10] . To estimate brittleness and optimize the hydraulic fracture of glutenite, attention needs to be focused on the mechanical properties of the matrix and gravel, and the structural parameters such as gravel size and content. Brittleness has a significant impact on the hydraulic fracturing behavior of glutenite [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, a practical and reliable brittleness estimation index can provide guidance for screening fracturing targets and selecting operation parameters for hydraulic fracturing process. Further, it would significantly contribute to the exploration and development of tight glutenite reservoirs.
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Several methods for rock brittleness estimation have been proposed from different mechanical perspectives. Kivi et al. [12] summarized the commonly used brittleness indexes, and categorized them into four groups based on the following: mineral composition analysis, strength properties, stress-strain curves, and hardness measurements. Brittleness indexes are based on mineral composition evaluate rock brittleness by distinguishing brittle minerals from ductile minerals through mineralogical logging tools and calculating the weight or volume fractions of the different components [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, this type of brittleness index does not take other rock fabric properties and environmental conditions into consideration. Rickman et al. [17] used a normalized elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio to evaluate shale brittleness, which was widely used in fracturing practice. However, its applicability to different types of reservoirs was yet to be discussed, and the effect of confining pressure on rock brittleness was not considered effectively. Brittleness indexes as a function of strength, contain properties like unconfined compressive strength and tensile strength, and internal friction angle has also been proposed [18] [19] [20] ; however, their accuracy for different types of rocks under confining pressure has been questioned [16, 21] . Brittleness indexes based on stressstrain characteristics and energy balance analysis of the stress-strain curve has been widely recognized and has developed rapidly in recent years. This is because stress-strain curves can fully reflect deformation and damage characteristics during the entire process of rock failure. Brittleness indexes based on stress-strain characteristics utilize stress/strain calculations at characteristic points, such as peak strength and residual strength, to reflect the brittleness of rock [19, 22, 23] . Kivi et al. [12] indicated that stress or strain-based assessment of these brittle characteristics in terms of one or few mechanical parameters may not effectively represent the complete stress-strain response, and it oversimplifies the progressive process of rock rupture. In addition, the stress-strain curves of many rocks under loading are complex, especially post-peak curves, and can not simply be replaced by straight lines. Such simplification of complex stress-strain curves might result in the loss of important information concerning rock brittleness.
A reasonable brittleness index must reflect the continuous damage process of rock before and after failure and take both pre-peak and post-peak stages into consideration [24, 25] . Therefore, the reliability of brittleness indexes based on energy balance analysis of the entire process of rock damage and failure is promising. The entire process of rock damage and failure under loading is accompanied by energy evolution, because the mechanical energy absorbed by the rock from outside is either accumulated or dissipated, and the internal damage to the rock structure is affected by energy dissipation during the entire process of loading. Elastic strain energy is stored inside the rock specimen at the beginning of loading, which results in the elastic deformation. When elastic strain energy accumulates to a certain extent, microcracks occur and internal damage is induced, meanwhile, a portion of the energy dissipates. At the post-peak stage, elastic strain energy is rapidly released, accompanied by a large amount of dissipation energy. For rocks associated with a class I brittle failure, the release of elastic energy is insufficient to accomplish the rupturing process; hence, extra energy is required from the outside. The energy evolution can manifest the entire process of progressive damage and failure, and provide a better understanding of the brittle characteristic of Several methods for rock brittleness estimation have been proposed from different mechanical perspectives. Kivi et al. [12] summarized the commonly used brittleness indexes, and categorized them into four groups based on the following: mineral composition analysis, strength properties, stress-strain curves, and hardness measurements. Brittleness indexes are based on mineral composition evaluate rock brittleness by distinguishing brittle minerals from ductile minerals through mineralogical logging tools and calculating the weight or volume fractions of the different components [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, this type of brittleness index does not take other rock fabric properties and environmental conditions into consideration. Rickman et al. [17] used a normalized elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio to evaluate shale brittleness, which was widely used in fracturing practice. However, its applicability to different types of reservoirs was yet to be discussed, and the effect of confining pressure on rock brittleness was not considered effectively. Brittleness indexes as a function of strength, contain properties like unconfined compressive strength and tensile strength, and internal friction angle has also been proposed [18] [19] [20] ; however, their accuracy for different types of rocks under confining pressure has been questioned [16, 21] . Brittleness indexes based on stress-strain characteristics and energy balance analysis of the stress-strain curve has been widely recognized and has developed rapidly in recent years. This is because stress-strain curves can fully reflect deformation and damage characteristics during the entire process of rock failure. Brittleness indexes based on stress-strain characteristics utilize stress/strain calculations at characteristic points, such as peak strength and residual strength, to reflect the brittleness of rock [19, 22, 23] . Kivi et al. [12] indicated that stress or strain-based assessment of these brittle characteristics in terms of one or few mechanical parameters may not effectively represent the complete stress-strain response, and it oversimplifies the progressive process of rock rupture. In addition, the stress-strain curves of many rocks under loading are complex, especially post-peak curves, and can not simply be replaced by straight lines. Such simplification of complex stress-strain curves might result in the loss of important information concerning rock brittleness.
A reasonable brittleness index must reflect the continuous damage process of rock before and after failure and take both pre-peak and post-peak stages into consideration [24, 25] . Therefore, the reliability of brittleness indexes based on energy balance analysis of the entire process of rock damage and failure is promising. The entire process of rock damage and failure under loading is accompanied by energy evolution, because the mechanical energy absorbed by the rock from outside is either accumulated or dissipated, and the internal damage to the rock structure is affected by energy dissipation during the entire process of loading. Elastic strain energy is stored inside the rock specimen at the beginning of loading, which results in the elastic deformation. When elastic strain energy accumulates to a certain extent, microcracks occur and internal damage is induced, meanwhile, a portion of the energy dissipates. At the post-peak stage, elastic strain energy is rapidly released, accompanied by a large amount of dissipation energy. For rocks associated with a class I brittle failure, the release of elastic energy is insufficient to accomplish the rupturing process; hence, extra energy is required from the Energies 2019, 12, 3421 4 of 28 outside. The energy evolution can manifest the entire process of progressive damage and failure, and provide a better understanding of the brittle characteristic of rock. Table 1 selected some current brittleness indexes that are based on an energy balance analysis of the stress-strain curve. Xia et al. [21] defined brittleness index BI 1 by bringing together the post-peak strength degradation rate BI post and an energy exchange term BI E (the ratio of elastic energy released during failure to total energy stored before peak stress). The definition of BI post is based on a linear simplification of the stress-strain curve, and possibly cause the loss of valid information of rock brittleness. The unreasonable definition of BI E leads to the disability to distinguish the absolute brittleness and perfectly ductile behavior (both of the brittleness values of these two behaviors are equal to zero). Zhang et al. [24] proposed an indirect approach for coal brittleness evaluation by extending in reverse the stress-strain curves of yield stage and post-peak stage respectively, and defining the brittleness index BI 2 using the areas surrounded by extension lines and strain axis (x-axis). However, the physical meanings of the two areas are not clear, and simplification of the stress-strain curve may cause magnitude errors. Ai et al. [25] took the pre-peak dissipated energy and post-peak rupture behavior of rock into consideration and developed brittleness index BI 3 . This index effectively considers the energy evolution behavior of both pre-peak and post-peak stages, but is not capable of distinguishing the brittleness of distinct stress-strain curves with various post-peak strength drop magnitudes. In addition, the brittleness index BI 3 may decrease with the increase of dissipated energy of pre-peak stage, which is contrary to popular belief. Kivi et al. [12] proposed brittleness index BI 4 combining the extent to which the fracturing process occurs in a self-sustaining manner and the fraction of the total absorbed energy in the pre-peak stage which is consumed during the post-peak stage. This index has explicit physical meaning and reasonably considers the energy evolution characteristic of the entire failure process, nevertheless, the energy characteristic of the post-peak stage is considered in both parts (BI 4−I and BI 4−II ), while the energy characteristic of pre-peak stage is considered only in BI 4−II . Adopting an averaging methodology for the two parts may increase the weight of the post-peak mechanical behavior on the predicted brittleness value. Munoz et al. [26] established the brittleness index BI 5 as the ratio of total elastic energy stored in rock specimen to the sum of dissipated energy at the pre-peak stage and rupture energy at the post-peak stage. Though it suitably considered the energy behavior of pre-and post-peak stages, it can not deal with the effect of the stress drop extent at post-peak on the brittleness evaluation. A larger post-peak stress drop magnitude corresponds to larger rupture energy, resulting in a more brittle characteristic of rock failure, which is in contrast to the predicted result of BI 5 . Tarasov et al. [27] proposed a distinct definition for brittleness BI 6 as the extent to which rock failure occurs in a self-sustained manner by solely consuming the stored elastic energy within the rock specimen. This index is characterized by the distinct principle and simple calculation, but it does not consider the influence of pre-peak failure characteristics on brittleness. These brittleness indexes are all proposed for different lithologic objects from different perspectives based on energy balance and energy evolution. Therefore, their suitability and reliability for tight glutenite have yet to be verified. Table 1 . Summary of several current brittleness indexes that are based on energy balance analysis.
Formulation
Remarks Reference
σ p = peak strength ε p = peak strain σ r = residual strength ε r = residual strain Xia et al. [21] BI 2 = Tarasov et al. [27] Many studies have proposed evaluation methods for the brittleness of shale [11, 12, [28] [29] [30] , sandstone [31] [32] [33] and coal [7, 24, 34] , but few of them were focused on glutenite. The methods that were developed to evaluate the brittleness of other types of rocks may not be suitable for glutenite. This study established two brittleness indexes based on energy balance and damage evolution analysis of the complete stress-strain curve. The evolution of the dissipation energy and the damage state at various stages of the glutenite failure process were analyzed. The amount and rate of energy dissipation were used to reflect the brittleness features, which provided a new perspective for brittleness assessment. Uniaxial and triaxial compression tests of glutenite specimens were carried out and the brittleness indexes were verified by comparing them to other existing indexes based on experimental results. This paper also presents an analysis of the relationships between the mechanical properties and brittleness of glutenite, and the effects of mechanical and structural parameters on glutenite brittleness.
Glutenite Brittleness Evaluation Methods Based on Energy Balance and Damage Evolution Analysis

Energy Balance Analysis over the Entire Process of Glutenite Failure
The entire process of rock damage and failure is always accompanied by energy conversion and energy exchange with the outside [25] . The damage and deformation of glutenite under loading are essentially driven by energy dissipation, conversion, and release [35] . The stress-strain curve of rock under loading is the external manifestation of the internal energy state transition. The entire deformation and failure behavior of glutenite is affected by various processes in which energy is either accumulated or dissipated [36] . During the deformation and failure process, the rock specimen is regarded as a closed-loop system with the assumption that no thermal transmission occurs between the rock specimen and the external environment. By assuming that the unloading elastic modulus is equal to initial elastic modulus [27, [35] [36] [37] [38] , the energy balance of rock volume under compression can be expressed as follows [24, 36, 39, 40] :
where dW U is the total energy absorbed by the rock volume; dW i e is the elastic strain energy that can be released by the rock volume at a certain stress state; dW i d is the dissipated energy of the rock volume at a certain stress state that is responsible for the internal damage and plastic deformation; E is the initial Energies 2019, 12, 3421 6 of 28 elastic modulus; σ i is a function of the stress-strain curve; ε i is the strain, and dW x is the extra energy required for rupturing the rock at post-peak stage.
As shown in Figure 4 , the entire process of energy evolution in the rock specimen can be described as occurring in three stages:
(1) Energy absorption and accumulation (OA). In this stage, the rock specimen absorbs energy from the outside and stores it internally. The stress-strain curve can be divided into two parts:
(1) 0-σ cc , part of the energy absorbed from outside is converted into dissipated energy due to the compaction of pores and closure of original microcracks, which leads to nonlinear deformation.
(2) σ cc -σ ci , where the rock specimen continues to absorb energy from the outside, and almost all energy is converted into elastic strain energy and stored internally. In this stage, the rock specimen primarily undergoes elastic deformation under axial stress. The elastic strain energy accumulates continuously and accounts for a large proportion of the total energy although there is little dissipated energy. (2) Energy dissipation (AB). In this stage, energy dissipates due to the generation and propagation of cracks. The stress-strain curve can be divided into two parts: (1) σ ci -σ cd , where cracks begin to occur as the axial stress level reaches the crack initiation stress σ ci , resulting in irretrievable damage and plastic deformation. Meanwhile, elastic strain energy continues to accumulate and the dissipated energy begins to increase with the expansion of cracks. (2) σ cd -σ p , where the stress level reaches the crack damage stress σ cd , the damage of the rock specimen intensifies and the plastic deformation increases with the penetration of cracks. As the loading increases, the rate of increase in dissipated energy becomes faster while the rate of increase in elastic strain energy becomes slower. (3) Energy conversion and release (BC). In this stage (σ p -σ r ), the energy evolution manifests as a sudden release of the elastic energy that accumulated at the pre-peak stage, which is accompanied by an increasing trend of dissipated energy, and results in the propagation and accumulation of macroscopic cracks and the failure of the rock specimen. However, the amount of released elastic energy is often insufficient to maintain the propagation of macroscopic cracks and cause further damage; therefore, extra energy is required for further damage and complete failure of the rock. Part of the mechanical energy absorbed from the outside is used and transformed into energy that causes the rupture of the rock specimen. The released elastic energy and the additional energy absorbed from outside for sustaining fracturing at the post-peak stage are ultimately transformed into dissipated energy; put another way, the dissipated energy in the post-peak stage equals rupture energy. Rocks with absolute brittleness need little extra energy at the post-peak stage because the released elastic strain energy is enough to cause rock rupture; in other words, the failure process displays a self-sustaining character [24] [25] [26] [27] . Brittle rocks generally require less extra energy than ductile rocks to maintain macroscopic cracks propagation and further damage; hence, the dissipated energy of brittle rocks at the post-peak stage is less than that of ductile rocks.
Energy Damage Evolution Mechanism of the Entire Process of Glutenite Failure
According to the energy dissipation process analyzed above, rock damage and failure involve various processes in which energy dissipation and energy release occur simultaneously. Energy release and energy dissipation behaviors play an essential role in the abrupt structural failure of the rock, which in turn reflects the brittleness characteristics of the rock. Zhang et al. [24] indicated that brittle rocks are subjected to sudden failure with the occurrence of tensile/shear fractures. Accordingly, the failure of brittle rocks can be characterized by a sudden release of energy and a rapid increase of dissipated energy. Labuz and Biolzi, [41] and Mitri et al., [42] indicated that energy dissipation before and after rock failure is a key factor in determining the accumulation and release of the strain energy. Therefore, the rate of strain energy dissipation and energy release is thought to be closely related to rock brittleness. Chen et al. [43] indicated that the development of dissipated energy could reflect the extent of the damage and fracture evolution processes in rock. Therefore, the energy-based damage variable D e is proposed to evaluate the extent of damage during the entire process of rock failure and can be expressed as follows:
where dW r d is the dissipated energy at residual stress. D e is positively related to the extent of damage in the rock specimen and has a range of zero to one. A D e of zero denotes that there is no damage inside the rock specimen, while a D e of one denotes complete failure of the rock specimen. 
According to the energy dissipation process analyzed above, rock damage and failure involve various processes in which energy dissipation and energy release occur simultaneously. Energy release and energy dissipation behaviors play an essential role in the abrupt structural failure of the rock, which in turn reflects the brittleness characteristics of the rock. Zhang et al. [24] indicated that brittle rocks are subjected to sudden failure with the occurrence of tensile/shear fractures. Accordingly, the failure of brittle rocks can be characterized by a sudden release of energy and a rapid increase of dissipated energy. Labuz and Biolzi, [41] and Mitri et al., [42] indicated that energy dissipation before and after rock failure is a key factor in determining the accumulation and release of the strain energy. Therefore, the rate of strain energy dissipation and energy release is thought to be closely related to rock brittleness. Chen et al. [43] indicated that the development of dissipated energy could reflect the extent of the damage and fracture evolution processes in rock. Therefore, the energy-based damage variable e D is proposed to evaluate the extent of damage during the entire process of rock failure and can be expressed as follows:
where d r dW is the dissipated energy at residual stress. e D is positively related to the extent of damage in the rock specimen and has a range of zero to one. A e D of zero denotes that there is no damage inside the rock specimen, while a e D of one denotes complete failure of the rock specimen. microcracks are generated and start extending, which initiates the damage. Energy starts dissipating slowly at first, as does damage evolution. As microcracks coalesce, structural failure of the rock specimen occurs, and damage starts to accelerate with a rapid accumulation of dissipated energy. (II) p σr σ , the elastic energy releases quickly, accompanied by a rapid accumulation of dissipated Figure 5 illustrates the damage evolution over the entire process of rock failure, which can be divided into three stages. (I) 0-σ ci , little damage occurs due to elastic energy accumulation. (II) σ ci -σ p , the elastic energy accumulates to the extent that it exceeds the surface energy of microcracks; microcracks are generated and start extending, which initiates the damage. Energy starts dissipating slowly at first, as does damage evolution. As microcracks coalesce, structural failure of the rock specimen occurs, and damage starts to accelerate with a rapid accumulation of dissipated energy. (II) σ p -σ r , the elastic energy releases quickly, accompanied by a rapid accumulation of dissipated energy, further aggravating the damage until the failure of the rock specimen is completed. 
Establishment of Glutenite Brittleness Evaluation Index Based on Energy Balance and Damage Evolution
As analyzed above, the entire damage and failure process of a rock specimen is accompanied by energy evolution. It is clear that dissipated energy increases with internal damage accumulation from 
As analyzed above, the entire damage and failure process of a rock specimen is accompanied by energy evolution. It is clear that dissipated energy increases with internal damage accumulation from the initial loading to the failure of the rock specimen. Zhang et al. [24] indicated that the levels of dissipated energy at the pre-peak and post-peak stages are essential factors in determining the brittleness of coal. For an ideal brittle rock, there is little dissipated energy at the pre-peak stage, and little extra energy is required to achieve rock failure at the post-peak stage.
The damage evolution process during the pre-peak stage can be characterized by the proportion of total elastic strain energy to total mechanical energy absorbed by the rock volume. More energy absorbed from outside can be stored inside brittle rock specimens than can be stored inside ductile rock specimens at the pre-peak stage. In other words, brittle rocks have less dissipated energy than ductile rock at the pre-peak stage. For the post-peak stage, brittle rocks release more elastic energy and less dissipated energy than ductile rocks. Therefore, the ratio of elastic energy to dissipated energy released at the post-peak stage reflects the brittleness of the rock. As analyzed in Section 2.1, the dissipated energy at the post-peak stage equals rupture energy. From the perspective of energy damage evolution, the rate of increase in the damage variable reflects the evolution rate of dissipated energy. Brittle rocks generally have a greater evolution rate of dissipated energy than ductile rocks. Taking both pre-peak and post-peak stages into consideration, new brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 are proposed based on energy balance and damage evolution:
where
B post = dW e dW r (9)
where D p e is the damage coefficient at peak stress. The new brittleness indexes are proposed based on energy dissipation and energy damage evolution of the complete stress-strain curve of type I. They are able to evaluate the entire failure behavior quantitatively, from absolute ductility to absolute brittleness, in a continuous and monotonic scale that ranges from zero to one. The brittleness indexes have a sound physical basis and sufficient physical meaning. Further, they can describe the plastic yield level and elastic energy storage capacity at pre-peak stage in addition to the extent and rate of strength degradation and damage evolution at post-peak stage.
Verification of the New Brittleness Evaluation Indexes with Experimental Tests
Experimental Tests on Glutenite under Uniaxial and Triaxial Compression
Experimental tests were carried out on glutenite specimens drilled from different layers within the depths of 2350.0-2386.3 m from the tight glutenite reservoir in Shengli Oilfield, in the Shandong Province of China. Glutenite cores derived from this layer were identified as fine gravel conglomerates. The deformation and failure characteristics were analyzed, and basic mechanical parameters were obtained under uniaxial and triaxial stress conditions. The energy balance and damage evolution characteristics were also analyzed based on the complete stress-strain curves.
Energies 2019, 12, 3421 9 of 28 A series of uniaxial and triaxial compression experiments on glutenite specimens were conducted with an electro-hydraulic servo high-temperature and high-pressure dynamic triaxial test system (GCTS RTR-1500). Several components and corresponding parameters of the GCTS RTR-1500 triaxial test system ( Figure 6 ) are as follows: a uniaxial loading system, (uniaxial loading range within 1500 kN), a radially deformed sensor, a digital acoustic analysis system, a confining pressure system (confining pressure up to 140 MPa), a pore pressure system (pore pressure up to 140 MPa), and a computer system. The experimental procedure complies with the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) standards.
A series of uniaxial and triaxial compression experiments on glutenite specimens were conducted with an electro-hydraulic servo high-temperature and high-pressure dynamic triaxial test system (GCTS RTR-1500). Several components and corresponding parameters of the GCTS RTR-1500 triaxial test system ( Figure 6 ) are as follows: a uniaxial loading system, (uniaxial loading range within 1500 kN), a radially deformed sensor, a digital acoustic analysis system, a confining pressure system (confining pressure up to 140 MPa), a pore pressure system (pore pressure up to 140 MPa), and a computer system. The experimental procedure complies with the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) standards. The glutenite specimens were machined into cylinders (diameter of 25 mm and height of 50 mm), and the ends were flattened on a grinding machine ( Figure 5c ). The maximum unevenness of the two ends did not exceed 0.05 mm. After placing a specimen in the three-axis chamber of the press, it was sealed with a rubber sleeve to prevent liquid from entering into the specimen's interior, and then the pressure plate, the uniaxial and circumferential strain measuring devices, and the other parts of the press were installed. To ensure the uniform loading of the pressure plate on the surface of the specimen, a rubber gasket was placed between the pressure plate and the specimen. After installing the specimen, a confining pressure was applied to the set value for triaxial compression by the hydraulic regulator. The confining pressures were set at 0, 10, 15, and 20 MPa to analyze the variation of glutenite brittleness in response to the in situ stresses. The test was controlled by uniaxial The glutenite specimens were machined into cylinders (diameter of 25 mm and height of 50 mm), and the ends were flattened on a grinding machine ( Figure 5c ). The maximum unevenness of the two ends did not exceed 0.05 mm. After placing a specimen in the three-axis chamber of the press, it was sealed with a rubber sleeve to prevent liquid from entering into the specimen's interior, and then the pressure plate, the uniaxial and circumferential strain measuring devices, and the other parts of the press were installed. To ensure the uniform loading of the pressure plate on the surface of the specimen, a rubber gasket was placed between the pressure plate and the specimen. After installing the specimen, a confining pressure was applied to the set value for triaxial compression by the hydraulic regulator. The confining pressures were set at 0, 10, 15, and 20 MPa to analyze the variation of glutenite brittleness in response to the in situ stresses. The test was controlled by uniaxial deformation with a loading rate of 2 × 10 −6 m/s until specimen failure. The stress-strain curves were automatically recorded in real-time by computer software.
The mechanical properties of glutenite are determined by mineral composition, diagenetic conditions, and the geological environment. The geological conditions and lithology of glutenite show great variability with depth; therefore, the mechanical properties and macroscopic failure modes are also diverse. Figure 7 shows the stress-strain curves of glutenite specimens under uniaxial and triaxial compression. The relevant mechanical parameters of the glutenite specimens are listed in Table 2 . The mechanical properties of glutenite specimens from various drilling depths tested by uniaxial compression exhibit obvious differences, which is expected for specimens from a tight glutenite reservoir with complex lithology, different physical properties, and strong heterogeneity. The uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) of specimen 2 is the highest among the four specimens, followed by specimen 3 and specimen 1, and specimen 4 has the lowest UCS. The elastic modulus of the four specimens varied from 21.82 to 31.63 GPa. For glutenite specimens under different confining pressures, the mechanical parameters derived from stress-strain curves show obvious regularity. With the increase of confining pressure, the compressive strength, residual strength, and elastic modulus of the glutenite specimens increased, and the peak strain and residual strain also increased. The elastic modulus of the specimens increased from 25.61 to 37.95 GPa. In order to explore the influence of structural parameters on the mechanical properties of glutenite specimens under uniaxial conditions, the average gravel size and volume content of specimen 1 to specimen 5 have been measured. The average gravel sizes of each specimen are 2.7 mm, 3.5 mm, 3.1 mm, 3.6 mm, and 2.9 mm, and their volume contents are 21.65%, 15.57%, 20.83%, 13.16%, and 15.23%, respectively. The different mechanical properties of glutenite specimens under uniaxial conditions may be due to the different size and content of gravel, except for the mechanical properties of gravel and matrix. Comparing the mechanical properties of different specimens and their gravel size and content, we can see that glutenite specimens with larger gravel content have larger elastic modulus and there is no obvious regularity between the size and content of gravel and the strength characteristics of glutenite specimen. Compared with matrix, the gravel has larger elasticity modulus, glutenite specimen with larger gravel content is more difficult to generate deformation, thus the larger elastic modulus. Though the gravel has larger strength than matrix, the UCS of glutenite specimen will not increase with the increase of gravel content, because damage and failure are more likely to accrue in the matrix and interface. Since all of the tested glutenite specimens belong to fine gravel sandstone, the average size of gravels in the five specimens does not vary a lot. Due to the fact that the variability of gravel content and mechanical properties of matrix, the relationship between the average gravel size and the specimen's mechanical properties does not exhibit obvious regularity. 
Verification of Brittleness Evaluation Methods by Experimental Results of Glutenite under Uniaxial and Triaxial Conditions
Accurate assessment of the brittleness of different glutenite formation layers is of great significance for glutenite oil exploration and development. An excellent brittleness evaluation As the structural and mechanical properties of glutenite cores drilled from different in situ depths vary from each other, the failure pattern and fracture morphology may be different. Figure 7 shows the fracture morphology of each glutenite specimen under uniaxial and trial compression. There are multiple macroscopic fractures in glutenite specimens under uniaxial compression, while only one macroscopic fracture is observed on specimens under triaxial compression. Further, the fracture morphology of glutenite specimens under uniaxial compression is more complex than that of specimens under triaxial compression. Specimen 3 has the maximum rupture angle (the angle between the shear fracture surface and major principal stress) among the four specimens under uniaxial compression. The rough fracture surfaces observed on glutenite specimens are due to the strong heterogeneity of glutenite and the interference of gravel on fracture propagation.
Accurate assessment of the brittleness of different glutenite formation layers is of great significance for glutenite oil exploration and development. An excellent brittleness evaluation method should not only be capable of quantitatively distinguishing the relative degree of brittleness for a group of rock specimens, but also be capable of clearly reflecting the restraining effect of confining pressures on rock brittleness. Generally, the brittleness grade of glutenite can be qualitatively evaluated by the shape of its stress-strain curve, deformation and strength characteristics (such as elastic modulus), and the magnitude and rate of stress drop at post-peak stage. For glutenite specimens under uniaxial compression, an increase of confining pressure causes the elastic modulus and the stress drop magnitude to increase at the post-peak stage. The stress drop rate decreases when the confining pressure increases from 0 to 15 MPa, and increases when confining pressure equals 20 MPa. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the brittleness variation trend with confining pressure directly. Moreover, for glutenite specimens under uniaxial compression, it is difficult to distinguish the relative brittleness degrees of the four specimens because the shapes of stress-strain curves are similar, especially for specimen 1 and specimen 3.
Based on the mechanical parameters obtained from the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 7 , the brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 of glutenite specimens under uniaxial and triaxial conditions were calculated; brittleness indexes BI 1 − BI 6 were also calculated for comparison, and all indexes are listed in Table 3 . In order to compare the relative degree of brittleness, it was evaluated by different methods effectively and directly. Positive correlation indexes (brittleness index is positively related to rock brittleness, see BI 1 , BI 4 and BI 5 ) and negative correlation indexes (brittleness index is negatively related to rock brittleness, see BI 2 , BI 3 and BI 6 ) are normalized by (BI − BI min )/(BI max − BI min ) and (BI − BI max )/(BI min − BI max ), respectively. Normalized brittleness indexes of glutenite specimens under uniaxial compression are plotted in Figure 8 . As shown in Table 3 , the values of brittleness indexes of specimens under uniaxial compression show a small variation (except for BI 2 ), which indicates that the brittleness of the four specimens is similar. This is in good agreement with the preliminary brittleness analysis from stress-strain curves in Section 3.2. The values of the brittleness indexes reflect the relative degree of glutenite brittleness. The brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 gradually increase from specimen 1 to specimen 4, which is consistent with the trend of brittleness indexes BI 2 , BI 4 , BI 5 , and BI 6 , which reflects the brittleness increase from specimen 1 to specimen 4. However, brittleness indexes calculated by BI 1 and BI 3 for specimens 1 and 2 are contrary to the results obtained by other brittleness indexes, which indicates that the applications of these two indexes on glutenite are not able to distinguish the brittleness grades of various glutenite specimens correctly. The value of BI 2 ranges from 0.278 to 1.352 and obviously reflects the brittleness variation of the specimens.
Although the values of BI new1 and BI new2 are very close, their relative magnitude reflects the degree of brittleness. The relative degree of glutenite brittleness reflected by BI new1 and BI new2 is close to that of indexes BI 2 , BI 4 , and BI 5 . Normalized brittleness indexes of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression are plotted in Figure 9 . The overall downward trend of the brittleness indexes curves with the confining pressure varying from 0 MPa to 20 MPa reflects that the brittleness of glutenite decreases with the increase of confining pressure. The specimens under confining pressure of 0 MPa and 20 MPa have the maximum and minimum brittleness indexes, respectively. Brittleness index BI 1 is not able to reflect the trend of glutenite brittleness under confining pressures because the value of BI 1 at 10 MPa is smaller than that at 15 MPa, which is contradictory to the general decreasing trend concluded from the other indexes. The new indexes BI new1 and BI new2 are consistent with the values of the other indexes. As seen in Figure 8 , the relative degree of glutenite brittleness under different triaxial stresses calculated by BI new1 and BI new2 is close to those calculated by BI 4 and BI 5 .
We conclude that the results of the quantitative evaluation of glutenite brittleness using the new brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 are in agreement with the evaluation results from other indexes. This indicates the new brittleness indexes are showing results that generally conform with what other indexes have obtained. 
Comparison of Brittleness Indexes
According to the analysis in the previous section, the brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 are in good agreement with BI 4 and BI 5 , indicating that both indexes are reliable for brittleness evaluation of glutenite. Both of these two brittleness indexes take energy evolution characteristics of the pre-peak stage into consideration, using the proportion of total elastic strain energy to total mechanical energy absorbed by rock volume to reflect the brittleness of glutenite. More elastic strain energy can be stored in the pre-peak stage, while less dissipated energy can be produced for glutenite with strong brittleness. For the post-peak stage, BI new1 is defined from the perspective of energy dissipation while BI new2 is defined from the perspective of energy damage evolution. As analyzed above, damage generation and evolution are thought to be driven by energy dissipation; therefore, a damage variable is defined based on energy dissipation to reflect the damage evolution characteristic of the whole process of glutenite failure. BI new2 uses the damage evolution rate to reflect the brittleness of glutenite, which establishes a connection between damage evolution and brittleness and is of innovative value. From the view of brittleness evaluation of glutenite specimens, the value of BI new1 is slightly larger than that of BI new2 , but the normalized values of the two indexes are very similar, which indicates the evaluation performances of two indexes are consistent. The two brittleness indexes each have a sound physical basis and clear physical meaning, and the parameters involved can be easily obtained from the stress-strain curve.
To investigate the relationship between the rate of energy damage evolution and the brittleness of glutenite, more glutenite cores were experimentally tested under uniaxial compression, and their brittleness was evaluated by the new indexes. Figure 10 shows the correlation between BI new1 and B d of glutenite under uniaxial and triaxial stresses. BI new1 is positively correlated with B d , which indicates that the damage evolution rate is closely related to the brittleness degree of glutenite, and verifies the conclusion of the theoretical analysis in Section 2.2. A stress-strain curve is a comprehensive reflection of mechanical properties and failure characteristics of glutenite under different stress conditions. Theoretical and experimental analyses show that the damage evolution rate of post-peak stage reflects the brittle failure characteristics of glutenite and can be used to distinguish the relative degree of brittleness for different glutenite specimens. indicates that the damage evolution rate is closely related to the brittleness degree of glutenite, and verifies the conclusion of the theoretical analysis in Section 2.2. A stress-strain curve is a comprehensive reflection of mechanical properties and failure characteristics of glutenite under different stress conditions. Theoretical and experimental analyses show that the damage evolution rate of post-peak stage reflects the brittle failure characteristics of glutenite and can be used to distinguish the relative degree of brittleness for different glutenite specimens. 
Analysis of Experimental Results of Glutenite Specimens
Analysis of Glutenite Brittleness and Energy Evolution Characteristics
The relationships between the confining pressure and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression are shown in Figure 11 . pre B and post B gradually decreases with increasing 
Analysis of Experimental Results of Glutenite Specimens
Analysis of Glutenite Brittleness and Energy Evolution Characteristics
The relationships between the confining pressure and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression are shown in Figure 11 . B pre and B post gradually decreases with increasing confining pressure, indicating that the proportion of dW et to dW U at pre-peak stage and the ratio of dW e to dW r at post-peak stage are negatively related to confining pressure. B pre decreases slightly when the confining pressure increases from 10 MPa to 20 MPa. The decrease of B d with the confining pressure indicates that the rate of energy damage evolution is negatively related to the confining pressure. The decrease of BI new1 and BI new2 reflect the decrease of glutenite brittleness with increasing confining pressure. The variations of B post and B d with increasing confining pressure are in good agreement with those of BI new1 and BI new2 , and while it seems that B post and B d can cope with the effect of confining pressure, they may fail to distinguish the degree of brittleness for glutenite specimens under uniaxial conditions. Therefore it is not accurate to consider the mechanical properties of only the pre-peak or post-peak stages. can cope with the effect of confining pressure, they may fail to distinguish the degree of brittleness for glutenite specimens under uniaxial conditions. Therefore it is not accurate to consider the mechanical properties of only the pre-peak or post-peak stages. Figure 11 . Relationships between confining pressure and brittleness indexes. Figure 12 shows the strain energy density and the strain energy ratio of glutenite under different confining pressure. With an increase in confining pressure, different types of strain energy increase at different rates because the confining pressure elevates the bearing capacity of the glutenite specimen. Figure 12 shows the strain energy density and the strain energy ratio of glutenite under different confining pressure. With an increase in confining pressure, different types of strain energy increase at different rates because the confining pressure elevates the bearing capacity of the glutenite specimen. dW er /dW et reflects the degree of glutenite failure, and a small value of dW er /dW et indicates a great extent of glutenite failure. The increase of dW er /dW et with confining pressure reflects decreases in the degree of failure and the brittleness of glutenite. Figure 11 . Relationships between confining pressure and brittleness indexes. Figure 12 shows the strain energy density and the strain energy ratio of glutenite under different confining pressure. With an increase in confining pressure, different types of strain energy increase at different rates because the confining pressure elevates the bearing capacity of the glutenite specimen. 
Correlations between Mechanical Parameters and the Brittleness of Glutenite
The correlations between strength characteristics and the brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression are illustrated in Figure 13 . Under triaxial stress, glutenite brittleness 
The correlations between strength characteristics and the brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression are illustrated in Figure 13 . Under triaxial stress, glutenite brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 are negatively correlated with strength characteristics σ ci , σ cd , σ p , and σ r , a finding which is consistent with the results seen in coal [23] . However, the strength characteristics and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial stress exhibit strong logarithmic relationships instead of linear relationships. Confining pressure can limit crack propagation and increase the thresholds of crack initiation and penetration and bearing capacity of glutenite, which causes an increase in strength and the decrease of glutenite brittleness. Figure 14 shows the relationship between modulus and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression. Glutenite brittleness and E exhibit a negative exponential relationship, which is different from the negative linear relationship between brittleness and E of coal [23] and sandstone [43] . In contrast, glutenite brittleness and -M exhibit a positive exponential relationship. The accumulation rate of elastic energy at the elastic region and the release rate of elastic energy at the post-peak stage of glutenite are manifested by E and M, respectively. Glutenite specimens that have strong brittleness are characterized by a rapid accumulation and release rate of elastic energy at prepeak and post-peak stages. Although the accumulation rate of elastic energy at the elastic region increases with confining pressure, the restriction of confining pressure on crack growth at yield stage and elastic energy release at post-peak stage are more remarkable, which finally weakens the brittleness of the glutenite. Glutenite brittleness and D exhibit a positive linear relationship. With an Figure 14 shows the relationship between modulus and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression. Glutenite brittleness and E exhibit a negative exponential relationship, which is different from the negative linear relationship between brittleness and E of coal [23] and sandstone [43] . In contrast, glutenite brittleness and -M exhibit a positive exponential relationship. The accumulation rate of elastic energy at the elastic region and the release rate of elastic energy at the post-peak stage of glutenite are manifested by E and M, respectively. Glutenite specimens that have strong brittleness are characterized by a rapid accumulation and release rate of elastic energy at pre-peak and post-peak stages. Although the accumulation rate of elastic energy at the elastic region increases with confining pressure, the restriction of confining pressure on crack growth at yield stage and elastic energy release at post-peak stage are more remarkable, which finally weakens the brittleness of the glutenite. Glutenite brittleness and D exhibit a positive linear relationship. With an increase of confining pressure, plastic deformation increases at the yield stage and more dissipated energy is generated, causing a decrease in D and a weakening of glutenite brittleness. The correlation between glutenite brittleness and D is positive but not strong due to the strong heterogeneity and mineral composition differences of glutenite. triaxial compression. Glutenite brittleness and E exhibit a negative exponential relationship, which is different from the negative linear relationship between brittleness and E of coal [23] and sandstone [43] . In contrast, glutenite brittleness and -M exhibit a positive exponential relationship. The accumulation rate of elastic energy at the elastic region and the release rate of elastic energy at the post-peak stage of glutenite are manifested by E and M, respectively. Glutenite specimens that have strong brittleness are characterized by a rapid accumulation and release rate of elastic energy at prepeak and post-peak stages. Although the accumulation rate of elastic energy at the elastic region increases with confining pressure, the restriction of confining pressure on crack growth at yield stage and elastic energy release at post-peak stage are more remarkable, which finally weakens the brittleness of the glutenite. Glutenite brittleness and D exhibit a positive linear relationship. With an increase of confining pressure, plastic deformation increases at the yield stage and more dissipated energy is generated, causing a decrease in D and a weakening of glutenite brittleness. The correlation between glutenite brittleness and D is positive but not strong due to the strong heterogeneity and mineral composition differences of glutenite. 
Correlations between Strain Energies and Brittleness of Glutenite
The correlations between strain energies and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression are illustrated in Figure 15 . The brittleness of glutenite is negatively correlated with strain energies, exhibiting strong logarithmic relationships. At the pre-peak stage, confining pressure elevates the storage capacity of elastic energy, causing an increase in dW et . However, dW d also increases with increasing confining pressure due to crack propagation, and the proportion of dW d /dW U generally increases accompanied by a decrease in dW et /dW U , causing a decrease in glutenite brittleness. dW d and dW x decreases with confining pressure because the confining pressure increases the threshold of crack initiation and elevates the bearing capacity of the glutenite specimen at the post-peak stage, thus weakening the brittleness. Although dW e increases with an increase in confining pressure at post-peak stage, the value of dW e /dW r decreases. The correlations between strain energies and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial compression are illustrated in Figure 15 . The brittleness of glutenite is negatively correlated with strain energies, exhibiting strong logarithmic relationships. At the pre-peak stage, confining pressure elevates the storage capacity of elastic energy, causing an increase in 
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Effects of the Mechanical Parameters of Gravel and Matrix on Glutenite Brittleness
The volume content, size of gravel, and mechanical properties of the gravel and matrix have different effects on the brittle failure characteristics and degree of brittleness in glutenite specimens. Therefore, it is important to analyze the influence of structural and mechanical parameters on glutenite brittleness. Laboratory testing and numerical simulation are commonly used methods for this task. Reliable data for glutenite core brittleness can be obtained through laboratory tests; however, the drilling and preparation of glutenite cores and the performance of laboratory tests are both time-consuming and labor-intensive. Because of uncertainties in the gravel content, size, and mechanical properties of gravel in glutenite reservoirs, test results are generally discrete, making it difficult to generalize from a limited number of tests. Therefore, numerical simulation is an approach worth exploring.
To study the influence of structural and mechanical parameters on glutenite brittleness, the RFPA3D code [44] [45] [46] [47] was used to establish the numerical model of glutenite specimens, as shown in Figure 16 . The numerical model of glutenite specimens is composed of gravel, matrix, and interface; and different mechanical parameters are assigned to the three parts. Figure 16 shows the 3D mesh distribution diagram of the elastic modulus. The model is meshed into 3.14 × 40 2 × 140 = 703,360 finite elements, with a diameter and height of 25 mm and 50 mm, respectively. The uniaxial compression process is simulated with displacement control of 2 × 10 -6 m/step applied on the top of the model and fixed control applied on the bottom. The stress-strain curve is recorded automatically. For RFPA3D code, the mechanical parameters are required for finite elements in the numerical model. Therefore, the mechanical properties of glutenite specimen 1 are used to calibrate the mechanical parameters of matrix, gravel, and interface. The mechanical parameters are preliminarily determined on the basis of referring to the relevant literature [1, 3, 11] , then numerical simulations are conducted by changing the homogeneity indexes of matrix and gravel, until the stress-strain curve of the numerical models are more or less the same with the experimental results. Figure 17 shows the comparison of the stress-strain curves of specimen 1 between the experimental test and the numerical simulation. The numerical result is quite close to the experimental result. Thus, the basic mechanical parameters for subsequent simulations are fixed, as listed in Table 4 . the homogeneity indexes of matrix and gravel, until the stress-strain curve of the numerical models are more or less the same with the experimental results. Figure 17 shows the comparison of the stressstrain curves of specimen 1 between the experimental test and the numerical simulation. The numerical result is quite close to the experimental result. Thus, the basic mechanical parameters for subsequent simulations are fixed, as listed in Table 4 . Due to the uncertainty of the diagenesis process and the strong heterogeneity of glutenite, the brittleness degree and mechanical properties of different glutenite specimens are highly variable. The brittle failure characteristic of glutenite is closely related to its mechanical properties. Mechanical parameters of different in-situ layers are necessary for the evaluation of brittleness and fracability of glutenite reservoirs. Therefore, it is important to understand the intrinsic relationship between brittleness characteristics and mechanical parameters of glutenite. Unlike sedimentary rock reservoirs such as sandstone and shale, a glutenite reservoir is structurally composed of gravel, matrix, and the interface between the gravel and matrix. The mechanical properties of the matrix and gravel of glutenite have been investigated [1, 3, 44, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] based on laboratory testing and numerical simulations. However, the effects of varying the mechanical parameters of gravel and matrix on the brittleness of glutenite have not been studied to date. Therefore, a series of numerical tests of uniaxial compression on the glutenite specimen model were conducted. Due to the uncertainty of the diagenesis process and the strong heterogeneity of glutenite, the brittleness degree and mechanical properties of different glutenite specimens are highly variable. The brittle failure characteristic of glutenite is closely related to its mechanical properties. Mechanical parameters of different in-situ layers are necessary for the evaluation of brittleness and fracability of glutenite reservoirs. Therefore, it is important to understand the intrinsic relationship between brittleness characteristics and mechanical parameters of glutenite. Unlike sedimentary rock reservoirs such as sandstone and shale, a glutenite reservoir is structurally composed of gravel, matrix, and the interface between the gravel and matrix. The mechanical properties of the matrix and gravel of glutenite have been investigated [1, 3, 44, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] based on laboratory testing and numerical simulations. However, the effects of varying the mechanical parameters of gravel and matrix on the brittleness of glutenite have not been studied to date. Therefore, a series of numerical tests of uniaxial compression on the glutenite specimen model were conducted. The effects of compressive strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson's ratio of matrix and gravel on glutenite brittleness were analyzed with numerical simulations. σ M , E M , ν M , and σ G , E G , ν G denote compressive strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson's ratio for matrix and gravel, respectively. To investigate the effect of each parameter on glutenite brittleness, numerical experiments were conducted in which one parameter was varied and the others were kept constant. In order to eliminate the influence of structural parameters (gravel size, content, and spatial distribution) of gravel on the glutenite stress-strain response, the structural parameters were kept invariant during each numerical simulation. The values of the mechanical parameters of matrix and gravel are listed in Table 4 . The stress-strain responses of glutenite specimens in which each mechanical parameter of gravel and matrix was varied are shown in Figure 18 . eliminate the influence of structural parameters (gravel size, content, and spatial distribution) of gravel on the glutenite stress-strain response, the structural parameters were kept invariant during each numerical simulation. The values of the mechanical parameters of matrix and gravel are listed in Table 4 . The stress-strain responses of glutenite specimens in which each mechanical parameter of gravel and matrix was varied are shown in Figure 18 . Table 5 . As shown in Figure 18 and Table 5 , the peak stress and residual stress of glutenite increase while the elastic modulus of glutenite remains invariant with the increase of The brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 were calculated with Equations (6)-(10), as listed in Table 5 . As shown in Figure 18 and Table 5 , the peak stress and residual stress of glutenite increase while the elastic modulus of glutenite remains invariant with the increase of σ M , and BI new1 decreases from 0.381 to 0.356, and BI new2 decreases from 0.635 to 0.574. Because the strength of glutenite is primarily determined by the strength of matrix, with an increase in E M , the elastic modulus of glutenite increases and residual strain decreases and the peak stress and residual stress stay nearly unchanged, which results in the increase of BI new1 from 0.341 to 0.376, and BI new2 from 0.596 to 0.626. The residual strain of glutenite increases with an increase in ν M , resulting in a slight decrease of brittleness, BI new1 decreases from 0.378 to 0.360 and BI new2 decreases from 0.622 to 0.612. The peak strain and residual strain decrease slightly with the increase of E G , which results in an increase of BI new1 from 0.365 to 0.372, and BI new2 from 0.613 to 0.620. The variation of σ G and ν G hardly changes the shape of stress-strain curve of glutenite, so the brittleness indexes remain almost constant. Li et al. [3] indicated that five propagation modes can be identified when hydraulic fractures approach gravel based on numerical simulation: termination, deflection, branching, penetration, and attraction. Liu et al. [49] indicated that when the compressive strength of gravel differs significantly from that of matrix, the fracture tends to undergo deflection and/or branching around gravel; when the compressive strength of gravel differs little from that of matrix, penetration and termination are more likely to occur. The difference in compressive strength between gravel and matrix is significant in this simulation, so the deflection and branching of the fracture can be observed. Figure 19 illustrates the fracture propagation process during glutenite rupture, where fracture deflections and branchings by gravel can be identified. There is stress concentration in the area surrounding the gravel due to the significant difference of mechanical properties between gravel and matrix, which is where crack initiation occurs. The gravel particles change the direction of fracture extension, which may result in multiple macroscopic fractures. The reason why σ G has little influence on the glutenite failure pattern is probably because of the fact that fractures deflect and travel around the gravels. Therefore, fractures propagate only in matrix and interface, meaning their pathways are not noticeably affected by σ G . With an increase in E G , the residual stress of glutenite increases while the residual strain decreases, the elastic modulus and peak stress of glutenite remain nearly unchanged, and the brittleness of glutenite increases, which is in good agreement with Rickman et al. [17] . matrix is significant in this simulation, so the deflection and branching of the fracture can be observed. Figure 19 illustrates the fracture propagation process during glutenite rupture, where fracture deflections and branchings by gravel can be identified. There is stress concentration in the area surrounding the gravel due to the significant difference of mechanical properties between gravel and matrix, which is where crack initiation occurs. The gravel particles change the direction of fracture extension, which may result in multiple macroscopic fractures. The reason why G σ has little influence on the glutenite failure pattern is probably because of the fact that fractures deflect and travel around the gravels. Therefore, fractures propagate only in matrix and interface, meaning their pathways are not noticeably affected by G σ . With an increase in G E , the residual stress of glutenite increases while the residual strain decreases, the elastic modulus and peak stress of glutenite remain nearly unchanged, and the brittleness of glutenite increases, which is in good agreement with Rickman et al. [17] . Figure 19 . Schematic diagram of the fracture propagation process during glutenite rupture.
Effects of Gravel Size and Volume Content on Glutenite Brittleness
Gravel is an important structural component of glutenite, the size and content of which have a significant influence on glutenite's mechanical properties and failure characteristics. Figure 20 illustrates glutenite cores of different sizes and volume content of gravels [50] . During sedimentation and diagenesis of sandy conglomerate, clasts of different sizes and contents are cemented and solidified. Therefore, gravels of different sizes and contents may exist in different spots. Glutenite Figure 19 . Schematic diagram of the fracture propagation process during glutenite rupture.
Gravel is an important structural component of glutenite, the size and content of which have a significant influence on glutenite's mechanical properties and failure characteristics. Figure 20 illustrates glutenite cores of different sizes and volume content of gravels [50] . During sedimentation and diagenesis of sandy conglomerate, clasts of different sizes and contents are cemented and solidified. Therefore, gravels of different sizes and contents may exist in different spots. Glutenite brittleness and hydraulic fracturing effectiveness are affected not only by mechanical properties of matrix and gravel, but also gravel size and gravel volume content. To investigate the effects of gravel size and gravel volume content on glutenite brittleness, a series of numerical models were employed and numerical uniaxial compression experiments were conducted. Logging data of a well in Shengli Oilfield manifested that the gravel volume content ranges from 0% to 50% and the average volume content was 28.5%. Therefore, the numerical models were established with gravel volume content of 0%, 10%, 30%, 50%, and a gravel volume content of 0% indicates sandstone. According to the logging data and interpretation images of the tight glutenite reservoir in Shengli Oilfield, the coring interval of glutenite strata are filled with fine gravel with different sizes ranging from 2.5 to 5.0 mm. Thus, the gravel sizes of 2.5 mm, 3.75 mm, and 5.0 mm were employed in the numerical models. The mechanical parameters of matrix, gravel, and interface were input as Table 4 . In order to diminish the influence of the spatial distribution of gravels on glutenite failure, the gravels were randomly and uniformly distributed inside the numerical model of glutenite specimens. Stress-strain curves and their corresponding calculation results of brittleness indexes of glutenite specimen with various gravel sizes and volume contents are shown in Figure 21 and Table  6 , respectively. As shown in Figure 21 , compared with sandstone, glutenite has larger elastic modulus and UCS, which is because the existence of gravel enhances the ability of glutenite to resist deformation and failure. The elastic modulus of glutenite specimens increases with an increase in gravel volume content which is consistent with the experimental results discussed in Section 3.1. With the increase of gravel content, the peak stress increases while the residual stress remains approximately constant. The residual stress of sandstone (9.9 MPa) is larger than that of glutenite (7.8 MPa) because it needs more energy for fractures deflecting and traveling around the gravels. Stress-strain curves and their corresponding calculation results of brittleness indexes of glutenite specimen with various gravel sizes and volume contents are shown in Figure 21 and Table 6 , respectively. As shown in Figure 21 , compared with sandstone, glutenite has larger elastic modulus and UCS, which is because the existence of gravel enhances the ability of glutenite to resist deformation and failure. The elastic modulus of glutenite specimens increases with an increase in gravel volume content which is consistent with the experimental results discussed in Section 3.1. With the increase of gravel content, the peak stress increases while the residual stress remains approximately constant. The residual stress of sandstone (9.9 MPa) is larger than that of glutenite (7.8 MPa) because it needs more energy for fractures deflecting and traveling around the gravels.
The brittle failure characteristics of glutenite specimen are affected by the size and volume content of gravel, which can be reflected by BI new1 and BI new2 . As can be seen in Table 6 , the brittleness of glutenite is stronger than that of sandstone. The existence of gravels enhances the elastic modulus and the existence of interfaces decreases the residual stress and residual strain of glutenite specimen, hence increases the brittleness. With the increase of gravel size and volume content, BI new1 and BI new2 display different magnitudes of growth, which indicates that the brittleness of glutenite specimen increases. When the gravel size remains constant, brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 increases with the increase in gravel volume content. The elastic modulus reflects the ability of a material to resist Energies 2019, 12, 3421 22 of 28 elastic deformation under loading. The gravel has a larger elastic modulus and smaller Poisson's ratio than the matrix, and an increase in gravel content makes it difficult for the glutenite specimens to generate elastic deformation and radial deformation under axial stress; hence the elastic modulus increases. The elastic modulus of glutenite specimen increases, while the peak strain and residual strain decrease with an increase of gravel volume content, which results in an increase of glutenite brittleness.
When the volume content remains constant, brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 increases with an increase in the gravel size. When the gravel content remains constant, the influence of gravel size on the failure characteristics of glutenite specimen can not be distinctly summarized from the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 21 due to the influence of the heterogeneity of mechanical parameters and spatial distribution of gravels, which will be discussed in the following section. Stress-strain curves and their corresponding calculation results of brittleness indexes of glutenite specimen with various gravel sizes and volume contents are shown in Figure 21 and Table  6 , respectively. As shown in Figure 21 , compared with sandstone, glutenite has larger elastic modulus and UCS, which is because the existence of gravel enhances the ability of glutenite to resist deformation and failure. The elastic modulus of glutenite specimens increases with an increase in gravel volume content which is consistent with the experimental results discussed in Section 3.1. With the increase of gravel content, the peak stress increases while the residual stress remains approximately constant. The residual stress of sandstone (9.9 MPa) is larger than that of glutenite (7.8 MPa) because it needs more energy for fractures deflecting and traveling around the gravels. 
Effects of Gravel Size Gradation on Glutenite Brittleness
To investigate the effects of gravel size gradation on glutenite brittleness, five models were employed. The numerical glutenite specimens were filled with gravel sizes of 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 5.0 mm, and the volume content of gravel was 50%. Figure 22 shows the numerical cases of five models with different gravel size gradations. The proportion of large-sized gravel increases while the proportion of small-sized gravel decreases from Case 1 to Case 5. Due to the heterogeneity of glutenite, the failure characteristics of glutenite specimens are affected by the spatial distribution of gravel. To diminish the influence of spatial distribution of gravel on brittleness evaluation results and draw conclusions, the case with the largest gravel size (Case 5) is established firstly with a random distribution of gravel, and then the other cases are established based on Case 5 by subtracting a certain amount of gravel in different size gradations. The mechanical parameters of matrix, interface, and gravel are the same as those in Table 4 . Figure 23 shows the stress-strain curves of five numerical cases with different gravel size gradations. The strength parameters and brittleness indexes of the five cases of different size gradations are listed in Table 7 . Glutenite specimens with different gravel size gradations have almost the same elastic moduli, peak stresses, and residual strains. The residual stress decreases from Case 1 to Case 5, which indicates that a larger proportion of large-sized gravel leads to a smaller residual strength of glutenite specimen. Increasing trends of BI of glutenite specimens increase with an increase in the proportion of large-sized gravel, which is in good agreement with the conclusions drawn in Section 5.2. When the gravel content remains constant, glutenite specimens with larger gravel sizes turn out to be smaller residual strength. Thus, from the numerical simulation results, the gravel size primarily affects the post-peak stress-strain characteristics of the glutenite specimen. The peak strength and elastic modulus of glutenite specimen remain almost invariant, while the residual strength decreases with an increase in gravel size, which results in an increase in glutenite brittleness. Fracture deflection by gravel can lower the fracture-tip stress intensity and enhance the fracture growth resistance, and the fracture may undergo a "shielding" effect [52] [53] [54] . When a fracture approaches large-sized gravel, it must accumulate more energy to overcome the resistance. Thus more released elastic energy at the post-peak stage is used to overcome the resistance and maintain the extension of fractures, which results in a decrease in residual strength. Figure 23 shows the stress-strain curves of five numerical cases with different gravel size gradations. The strength parameters and brittleness indexes of the five cases of different size gradations are listed in Table 7 . Glutenite specimens with different gravel size gradations have almost the same elastic moduli, peak stresses, and residual strains. The residual stress decreases from Case 1 to Case 5, which indicates that a larger proportion of large-sized gravel leads to a smaller residual strength of glutenite specimen. Increasing trends of BI new1 and BI new2 are seen in Table 7 . The brittleness indexes BI new1 and BI new2 of glutenite specimens increase with an increase in the proportion of large-sized gravel, which is in good agreement with the conclusions drawn in Section 5.2. When the gravel content remains constant, glutenite specimens with larger gravel sizes turn out to be smaller residual strength. Thus, from the numerical simulation results, the gravel size primarily affects the post-peak stress-strain characteristics of the glutenite specimen. The peak strength and elastic modulus of glutenite specimen remain almost invariant, while the residual strength decreases with an increase in gravel size, which results in an increase in glutenite brittleness. Fracture deflection by gravel can lower the fracture-tip stress intensity and enhance the fracture growth resistance, and the fracture may undergo a "shielding" effect [52] [53] [54] . When a fracture approaches large-sized gravel, it must accumulate more energy to overcome the resistance. Thus more released elastic energy at the post-peak stage is used to overcome the resistance and maintain the extension of fractures, which results in a decrease in residual strength. elastic modulus of glutenite specimen remain almost invariant, while the residual strength decreases with an increase in gravel size, which results in an increase in glutenite brittleness. Fracture deflection by gravel can lower the fracture-tip stress intensity and enhance the fracture growth resistance, and the fracture may undergo a "shielding" effect [52] [53] [54] . When a fracture approaches large-sized gravel, it must accumulate more energy to overcome the resistance. Thus more released elastic energy at the post-peak stage is used to overcome the resistance and maintain the extension of fractures, which results in a decrease in residual strength. Figure 23 . Stress-strain curves of five numerical cases of different gravel size gradations. Table 7 . Strength parameters and brittleness indexes of five cases of different size gradations. 
Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
In this paper, two novel brittleness indexes are proposed based on the energy balance and damage evolution analysis of the complete stress-strain curve to evaluate the brittleness of glutenite reservoirs. The theoretical method provides a new perspective for glutenite brittleness evaluation that considers energy dissipation and damage evolution during the entire process of glutenite failure; a perspective which is innovative for its connection between brittleness and damage evolution. The research results provide a reliable reference for screening the fracturing targets and field fracturing design and to lay the foundation for estimating the fracability of tight glutenite reservoirs. Numerous brittleness evaluation methods have been proposed from different perspectives, but the proportion of these methods that are applicable to glutenite reservoirs is extremely limited. However, there are still some points that need attention when estimating the brittleness and fracability of tight glutenite reservoirs. These points are as follows:
(1) The estimation results of different methods may differ due to the assumptions involved. In the process of energy balance analysis, the unloading elastic modulus of rock specimens at different stress conditions is assumed to be equal to the initial elastic modulus, an assumption that might lead to deviations in the calculated results. Therefore, further efforts are needed to study the evolution law of unloading elastic modulus in the entire process of glutenite failure with loading and unloading tests, which could increase our understanding of the energy evolution mechanisms of glutenite failure and achieve more accurate results in evaluating glutenite brittleness. (2) Tight glutenite reservoirs are often characterized by strong heterogeneity and highly variable lithology. The application of brittleness evaluation methods based on stress-strain curves are generally limited to laboratory tests on cores drilled from certain glutenite layers, making it difficult to obtain continuous longitudinal mechanical properties and stress-strain responses of glutenite reservoirs under different in situ stresses. Therefore, to make brittleness models more applicable to fracturing operations and to obtain a continuous longitudinal brittleness index of glutenite throughout the well, it is necessary to integrate geomechanical and petrophysical approaches [51] [52] [53] [54] . There is an intrinsic relationship between geophysical logging data and the physical and mechanical parameters of the reservoir rock mass [2] . More efforts are needed to combine geophysical logging interpretation and rock mechanics methods, and to calibrate the well logging interpretation and estimation models with laboratory test results [7] to obtain a precise brittleness prediction of the whole well length of a glutenite reservoir. This is important for the actual fracturing operation. (3) Brittleness evaluation of glutenite reservoirs ultimately benefits the industrial fracturing production program. Evaluating the capacity of glutenite layers for large fracture network formation as fracturing targets is beneficial for maximizing the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV). Because gravel is randomly distributed in glutenite reservoirs, the interface between gravel and matrix can be regarded as a natural weak plane, which has a significant effect on the propagation behavior of artificial fractures [3] . The brittleness and fracability of glutenite are affected not only by the mechanical properties of matrix, but also by gravel size and volume content, and mechanical properties of different rock structures. Fracture propagation behavior and the hydraulic fracturing effect of glutenite reservoirs are controlled by mechanical properties [15, 55, 56] , geological conditions [57] [58] [59] [60] , and technical parameters [60] [61] [62] . The effect of glutenite brittleness on hydraulic fracture propagation mechanisms and fracturing needs further study. The establishment of a quantitative brittleness evaluation method directly from the perspective of the fracturing effect of glutenite would be conducive to making intuitive and reasonable predictions about hydraulic fracture complexity and SRV.
Conclusions
The energy balance and energy evolution were analyzed by the complete stress-strain curve during the entire rupturing process of glutenite. The proportion of elastic energy at the pre-peak stage, the ratio of released elastic energy to dissipated energy, and the energy evolution rate during damage at the post-peak stage are closely related to glutenite brittleness. Two reasonable evaluation indexes are established from the perspective of energy dissipation and energy evolution during damage, each having a continuous and monotonic range from zero to one, which are capable of describing: (1) the plastic yield level and elastic energy storage capacity at the pre-peak stage and (2) the extent and rate of strength degradation and damage evolution at the post-peak stage.
The correlations between mechanical properties and brittleness of glutenite under triaxial stress were analyzed based on experimental results. The correlations between strength characteristics and brittleness of glutenite specimens under triaxial stress exhibit strong logarithmic relationships. The correlations between deformation characteristics, E and M, and the brittleness of glutenite specimens exhibit a negative and a positive exponential relationship, respectively.
The effects of mechanical and structural parameters on glutenite brittleness were investigated by numerical modeling. The mechanical parameters of gravel and matrix have different effects on the brittleness of glutenite. Glutenite brittleness increases with increases in gravel size and volume content. In the process of hydraulic fracturing design, attention should be paid simultaneously to the brittleness of the matrix and the size and content of gravel. Glutenite reservoirs with strong matrix brittleness and large gravel size and volume content have more potential for fracturing stimulation.
